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RAPID FIRE RHYTHM OF TRINITY IRISH DANCERS 
 

BOERNE, TX – January 28, 2019.  The virtuosic footwork of Irish step dancing will land on the Champion 

Auditorium stage on Friday, February 22nd, when the Trinity Irish Dance Company takes the stage by storm 

with their innovative step dance patterns.  Boerne Performing Arts opens their eighth season with a dance 

legacy that is rooted in tradition, yet forward looking and ever evolving. 

 

 

 
Trinity Irish Dance Company will present a night of entertainment that is everything you expect, but like nothing you 

can imagine!   This fusion of Ireland’s vibrant and longstanding dance-form has dazzled audiences around the globe 

with its hard-driving percussive power, lightning-fast agility, and aerial grace.  Prepare to be dazzled!    
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Irish dance, in its traditional form, favors ramrod-straight backs and tightly held arms with the emphasis on 

feet flying and drilling into the floor, while turning in-out-in-out-and back in again!  Founded in 1990 by 

Chorographer/Artistic Director Mark Howard, Trinity Irish Dance Company was the birthplace of progressive 

Irish dance, which opened new avenues of artistic expression leading directly to commercial productions 

such as Riverdance and Lord of the Dance.  It all started with Trinity!  

 

A “totally winning, witty and sassy” production (New York Times), these dancers and musicians are 

constantly pushing the limits and expanding the range of the art in every direction.  Trinity is not only the 
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most interesting Irish Dance Company, but is considered as one of the most interesting dance companies of 

any kind.  Their vibrant blaze of movement usually casts a spell on the audience and has them mesmerized 

for the two-hour production. 

 

Costume changes, different styles, and musical interludes, this troupe can articulate whether they are 

soloists or performing as a corps.  The Trinity Irish Dance Company rewards its audiences with incredible 

speed and accuracy and a world of detail and sophistication.  Showtime on February 22nd is 7:30pm at 

Boerne Champion Auditorium. 

 

Tickets ($20-$60) for Trinity Irish Dance Company are available online at www.BoernePerformingArts.com; 

at the Boerne Chamber of Commerce (121 S. Main Street); or by calling the Boerne Performing Arts Message 

Line at 830-331-9079.   Keep Calm and Dance On…with Trinity Irish Dance Company and Boerne Performing 

Arts! 

http://www.BoernePerformingArts.com

